AUTOMATIC GENERATION OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEST QUESTIONS ON PARTS OF SPEECH
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Abstract: This paper describes computer algebra aided generation of English language test questions for evaluating learners’ knowledge of the different parts of speech. The aim of our work is automatic generation of test questions, which are automatically assessed as well. This is a further development of our recent work in the domain; in our previous work we have proposed methods for automatic generation of English language test questions connected with evaluating learners’ knowledge of the lexical and grammatical structures that are met in the text; matching words and their meaning; matching parts of the whole; finding synonyms, antonyms and generalizations/specializations of words; test questions for adverbs and adjectives as well as word formation, particularly negative forms of adjectives. As a result, we obtain reduced time consumption during tests authoring, application of equal criteria, fair assessment and decreased influence of subjective factors.
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1. Introduction

The aim of this work is finding solutions for the automatic generation of En-
English language test questions, which are automatically assessed as well. Test examination is a basic instrument when evaluating various language skills in English. It can be applied at any stage of training – at entry level, for intermediate control and as a final test at the end of the training. A certificate for English language proficiency is required by many institutions in the field of education and business when applying for study or employment [1]. In addition, many countries require adult migrants to demonstrate basic knowledge in the host country language (or at least basic level of English language) before granting residence, work permits or citizenship [2]. A main requirement of test examination is the availability of a large set of test questions in order to avoid cheating or the memorization of answers. Due to the large number of learners and the multiple testing of each of them, the preparation of a sufficient amount of different tests and their assessment is hard and time consuming work. This is a prerequisite for seeking possibilities for intensification of the process of testing and assessment [16].

There are many research efforts in the area of automatic question generation. In [15] is given a literature review of automatic question generation systems which are based on Natural language processing (NLP). The paper presents a review of systems and methodologies developed to automatically generate questions from inputted text. Other extensive researches in the same domain are given in [4], [5], [6], [7] and [18].

However, in our work we apply a different approach parameterization of the test questions as shown below. The aim of the parameterization is obtaining a large number of different but equivalent dynamic questions (with dynamic answers) of a certain topic/subtopic.

A convenient facilities for test authors were developed in DeTC (Distributed e-Testing Cluster) [14], [11], and especially the specialized editor for defining parameterized questions which are automatically assessed. DeTC was initially developed as part of the DeLC (Distributed e-Learning Centre) [17], [3] and later evolved to DisPeL [12], [13] (Distributed Platform for e-Learning), which is now used in several Universities in Bulgaria. In DisPeL has been implemented parameterization of test questions and examination problems in different areas such as: accounting, SQL, electronic circuits, evaluation of the financial efficiency of investment projects, English language and others.

Despite the different approaches and implementation of parameterization caused by the specifics of each of the subject areas, the approach applied in all these cases comes down to the redefinition of a single-answer/multiple-choice question as a dynamic free-type question. The body of the parameterized question contains dynamic variables, whose values vary in a user-defined range.
Dynamic answers are described with a type, a formula for calculation and a method for comparison with the correct answer. Learners receive unique test questions by automatic generation of the values for the dynamic variables in the parameterized question.

Another tool we have used to automatically generate test questions is the system Wolfram Mathematica [19]. The computer algebra system Wolfram Mathematica is used as a fast and rich programming environment for research work and algorithm creation in the domain.

The following sections discuss the computer algebra aided generation of English language test questions for testing learners’ knowledge of different parts of speech.

2. Previous Work

In our first results regarding automation of electronic testing examination in the English language [8] we proposed a method for the parameterization of English language test questions of types dichotomy and multiple-choice with one or more correct answers. These are test questions connected with evaluating learners’ knowledge of the lexical and grammatical structures that are met in the text. The algorithms were implemented in DisPeL’s specialized editor for defining parameterized questions which are automatically assessed.

In [9] we proposed a reimplemention of these results in Wolfram Mathematica in order to use this platform as fast and convenient tool for testing and implementation of new algorithms. The examples in [8] and [9] demonstrate parameterization for dynamically generating a set of questions of type 1 (dichotomy) and type 2 (multiple-choice/single-answer) based on the same input data – values for the dynamic variables and templates for the parameterized sentences. In addition, in [9] we proposed methods for parameterization and automatic generation in Mathematica of English language test questions of the following types:

- Test questions for matching words and their meaning;
- Test questions for matching parts of the whole;
- Test questions for finding synonyms, antonyms and generalizations/specializations of words.

In [10] are described new methods we have developed for the automatic generation of English language test questions in Mathematica. This includes generating:
• Test questions for testing learner’s knowledge of adverbs and adjectives;
• Test questions for word formation, especially negative forms of adjectives.

The results demonstrated that on the basis of a small amount of input values for dynamic variables and patterns for parameterized sentences, we can generate a large set of equivalent dynamic questions of a certain topic/subtopic, chosen by the author.

3. Automatic Generation of English Language Test Questions for Testing Parts of Speech Using Mathematica

Parts of speech are the essential building blocks to teaching students English grammar. Understanding the parts of speech and how they work together makes writing and reading easier. There are nine\(^1\) basic parts of speech and every word will fall into one of these categories. Some words can actually be classified as more than one part of speech depending on the context.

We developed algorithms for automatic generation of English language test questions for testing parts of speech using Wolfram Mathematica. The Wolfram Language has convenient built-in multilingual dictionaries, built-in information on word meaning, structure, and usage, as well as the relationship between words. Together with Mathematica’s tightly integrated string manipulation functions, visualization, and data import and export features, this provides a uniquely powerful platform for natural language computing [19]. For instance, we use Mathematica’s functions WordData and TextCases to deal programmatically with the parts of speech. Some examples are given below:

• WordData returns a list of all parts of speech:

```mathematica
In[1]:=
Out[1]=
```

```
```

• WordData can give the possible parts of speech for a particular word:

```mathematica
In[2]:= WordData["run", "PartsOfSpeech"]
Out[2]=
```

```
{"Noun", "Verb"}
```

\(^1\)Some grammar sources traditionally categorize English into 8 parts of speech. Other say 10. In our work, we use the more recent categorization of 9 parts of speech.
TextCases returns all words of a given part of speech, as it is shown below:

\[\text{In}[4] := \text{TextCases["My sister goes to the gym in the mornings before breakfast."]}, \text{"Noun"}]\]
\[\text{Out}[4] = \{\text{"sister"}, \text{"gym"}, \text{"mornings"}, \text{"breakfast"}\}\]

\[\text{In}[5] := \text{TextCases["My sister goes to the gym in the mornings before breakfast."}, \text{"Verb"}]\]
\[\text{Out}[5] = \{\text{"goes"}\}\]

\[\text{In}[6] := \text{TextCases["My sister goes to the gym in the mornings before breakfast."}, \text{"Preposition"}]\]
\[\text{Out}[6] = \{\text{"to"}, \text{"in"}, \text{"before"}\}\]

In addition, the function \text{TextStructure} in Mathematica generates a nested collection of objects representing the grammatical structure of natural language text. Figure 1 shows text elements tagging parts of speech, while in Figure 2 it is shown the grammatical structure of the sentence “My sister goes to the gym in the mornings before breakfast.” (\text{TextStructure} generates a tree structure of nested text elements of phrase structure).

![GeneratingTestQuestions_4.nb - Wolfram Mathematica 10.4](image)

Figure 1: Text elements tagging parts of speech

The algorithm we have implemented in Mathematica for automatic generation of English language test questions for testing the various parts of speech uses the generated in [9] test questions – we use the already generated large number of sentences to create on their basis a large number of test questions for
the parts of speech (see Figure 3 and Figure 4). This way we ensure that each learner receives unique but equivalent test questions of a certain topic/subtopic chosen by the test author. The developed code also uses extensive string manipulation, combinatorics, random number generation, etc.

4. Conclusion

The automatic generation of questions allows us to create a large set of equivalent questions of a certain topic based on a small amount of input values. This results in achievements such as reduced time consumption during tests authoring, application of equal criteria, fair assessment and decreased influence of subjective factors.

The computer algebra system Wolfram Mathematica provides significant intensification of the process of English language testing and assessment.

Our future work will be focused on developing further algorithms (and implementing them in DisPeL) for automatic generation of other various English language test questions – questions for determining the underlined option that contains a grammatical or spelling error; questions for adding prepositions; tasks for forming adjectives, nouns, adverbs, plurals; other types of questions for word formation, etc.
Figure 3: The generated dynamic questions for testing parts of speech (as sentences are used previously automatically generated dynamic questions for evaluating learners’ knowledge of the lexical and grammatical structures that are met in the text, Past Simple Tense)
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Figure 4: The generated test questions for testing parts of speech (as sentences are used previously automatically generated dynamic questions for evaluating learners’ knowledge of the lexical and grammatical structures that are met in the text, Present Continuous Tense)
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